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Several issues in rare decays of (he Z arc addressed The rale for flavor-changing Z decay

grow* us ihc fourth power of the fcninon masses iniernjl lo ltie- quantum limp, and so offers a

»nulow to ihe existence ill uliraheavy (in > Myy) femuons In the M.ind.ird model, with three

generations. I1R(/. - t bs) < 10 7 and HK(7.-+ \c) < I I) ' ' V With four generations, l )R(Z -» bb.))

m.iy he JS large as 10 ' if m ^ < M / ; and similarly for BR(Z —» N4V), where N4 ts the possibly

he.ivy fourth gcncraiiun neutrino In supcrsymmetnc and oilier two I liggs doublet models, l iK(Z

- • i t ) i iuy be us large as 5 » 10''' in the three generation scheme With minimal supersymmetry.

the reaction Z -4 Hy is guaranteed to go, with a parameter-dependent branching ratio of IU'°^^.

With mirror fcmnons or exotic U(, fermions, the branching ratios for Z -» Cl (70 GeV) . Z -» n t ,

ami Z - • bb4 (70 G e V ) tre typically I 0 " 4 , I 0 ' 4 . and 1 0 ' 3 respectively, clearly measureable at

U i l ' . Depending on unknown quark muses, Ihe Z nvy mi a with vector ^4(14) or (04b) and the W

may mm with vector ( Ib) or (is). C P violating asymmetries in flavor-changing Z ikr.iy are

imineasureably small in ihe standard model, bul may be Urge in si'pcrsymnicinc and other

nonsiandard models

'

I h e Standard Model ( S M ) gives no clue at to (lie number of panicle gencrjimns Since

three generations are known to exist, one may wonder whether the fourth is next 10 be discovered

One may seek die founh generation directly via new fermion production at accelerators, or indirectly

via radiative corrections 10 tree level processes. The vinuel existence of the new Icmuuni in loop

amplitudes contribute 10 the corrections. The direct method has resulted in lower bounds of (<t) to

70 GeV for the lop quark'. 40 GsV for Ihe fourth charged lepton2 I.4, and 34 GcV for Die fourth

bottom quirk3 b,j Each of these bounds assumes a significant branching fraction 11110 a final si.itc

with a charged lepton. The loop correction method4 has resulted in an uiusi bound of 200 GeV fur

the top quark, and in fact an ufifiCI bound of 200 GcV (330 G e V ) for me mass splitting of anv

quark (Icpton) weak isodoublel . The loop correction method has the advantage that it is scnsnivc i>>

virtual frrmions, and so may probe the existence of new fermions with masses exceeding picscni

accelerator energies. We will call fcnnions with mass exceeding ihe W mass "ulu-jhcavy".

Still another probe of ihc existence of ulirahcavy fenmoni (ullraheavies) is uny p.intcli'

reaction forbidden at the tree-level bul induced through 1 quantum loop which contains lhgg \

panicles or longitudinal W bosons coupled to ihe internal virtual ultrahcavics T im clos\ oi

processes i i panicularly sensitive to the ultraheivies because the virtual ultraheavies circulating in

the loop contribute 10 the amplitude in leading order. This contrails markedly from the small effects

of virtual panicles in processes where the loops renormaliie a lower order tree graph. The key fact

enabling virtual ultnheavies to influence low energy measurement is the absence of a deco>;piing

1 theorem for spontaneously broken gauge theories. In (he S M , the couplings of ihc Miggs particles

and longitudinal massive gauge bosons to fermions are proportional 10 the fcrmion masses

Consequently, amplitudes with internal ultraheavies need not decrease as ihe mtemtl fennion

masses increase. Indeed, such amplitudes may even grow as powers of the internal fennion m.ivs
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An operator analysis of the ultraheavy mass-dcpcndcncc of all nondccoupling one-Imp amplitudes

15 presented in the Appendix of reference 5. That the couplings of Iliggses and longitudinal

nusiive vector bosons to fermions arc proportions! to the fermion masses is really no surprise

when one recalls that (0 the mechanism generating the fenmon masses requires a Yukawa coupling

tuned to be mf/vev, where "vev" is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, equal to ~2.>n GeV in the

S M , and that (ti) the unitary-gauge longitudinal modes of the massive vectors arc nothing but

Goldstone fields in nonphysical gauges, living in ihe same scalar multiples with the Higgs field.

Celebrated examples of the use of nondccoupling amplitudes include the deduction of the

existence of the charm quark from the absence of strangeness-changing neutral-current processes at

tree-level6 and Ihe deduction of Ihe charmed quark mass fnim the strength of higher order loop

processes7 (box graphs). More recently, estimates of the top quark mass have emerged from

analyses of the l ) ° / B / J mixing box graph". Merc we draw attention in predictions for

fljvor-changing decay of the Z boson, i.e. Z decay into a quark and antiquark of differing flavor.

In the S M wiih all left-handed fermionj in SU(2) doublets and all ngh; handed fermions

in singlets, flavor-changing Z decays are suppressed by Ihe G I M mechanism6 lo order aGp. But

such decays do occur in electroweak interactions al ths one-loop level. A vinual W boson in the

loop provides ihe (i> .lavor-changing forbidden al tree level and the (ii) coupling lo vinual

uliraheavies proportional to the ullrahcavy mass, which enhances the rate. Since in the amplitude

for flavor-changing Z decay ihe iniemal W boson line originates and terminates at an ultraheavy

line, the amplnude for flavor -changing Z decay grows as the second power of the vinual ultraheavy

mass, and ihe rale grows at the fourth power. Thus ihe rale is "powered" by the ultraheavy mass

of the vinual quark in ihc quantum loop and has the potential to singly produce any nev quaik with

a mass lying b c l o * Ihe Z mass The original calculations*.9 of the rales for flavor-changing Z

decay are nearly seven years old, but interest in Ihe process continues 10 increse as LfcP and ilie

SLC approach data acquisition capabilities. With (he million plus Z't/yr eipecied at Ltl'.

branching ratios as small as I 0 ' 6 may possibly be measured. O f course, any measurement of a

small branching ratio will require a clean signature.

To provide a jet signature for (he flavor change, tnd to minimize ihc suppression due to

ihe mixing angles which couple (he lighter produced quarks 10 ihe internal ylirahcavy quarks, ii is

useful to take at least one of (he produced qua/is lo be third generation or higher.When a light and a

heavy quark arc produced, the signature i i one thin jel of energy and momentum ( M z
2 • M Q - ) / 2 M J

and a high spericily "jel" with opposite momentum, invariant mass - M Q and energy ( M z - +

Mqh/2Mt. Four jet Q C D (one jel in opposition to ihe other ihree) may provide a formidable

background to this signature; Monte Carlo studies are needed to determine this background. One

may further trigger on the aemileptonic decays of the heavy quark. The emergent charged lepton

would have a typical momentum transverse to the jel direction of pt - M Q / 3 . The price paid is of

course a rcduciion of ihe cvcnl sample by ihc semilcptonic branching fraction With inicrovcrttfi

techniques, ii may also be possible to use distances between decay vertices to tag the flavor of the

heavy produced quark: or lo lag certain quarks in ihc decay chain; or in the case of scmilcpionic

decay through the tau mode, 10 tag Ihe u u tepion. The gamma factor for the produced heavy quark

jet is y j c l - ( M j 2 + M Q 2 ) / 2 M Z M Q . The gamma factor for a lepton from the secondary venci is

approximately YJM MQrtnUepujn-

Since the G I M mechanism prevents flavor-changing neutral currents in the bare

Lagrangian, there can be no coumencrms for ihe flavor-changing process induced through loops.

Consequently, renormalirability of (he spontaneously broken S U ( 2 ) X U ( I ) gauge theory ensures

that loop contributions: to Z -»Q-wj are finite and expressible in lerms of ihe parameters already

present in the bare Langr&ngian. With finiteness assured, (he one loop branching ratio for Z - t

Q+q is easily estimated. Compared to the lowest order flavor-neutral Z decays, there are two



additional vertices in the vertex loop with cruractcrisiic elccirowcak strength O \ v / t »

c^^n^sin^Ow. In addition, the longitudinal modes of the W in unitary gauge, or equivalcnily the

unphysical Higgs scalars in the 'i Hooft-Peynman gaugp, couple proportional to fermion mass

divided by VV mass. Denoie Ihc entries in Ihc Kobayashi-Maskawa chargedcurrent mixing matnx

^ K M by ^ i i - Then one expects up u> possible logarithms conning from (he

intcmal-loop-momentum integral, a branching ratio (UK) of

BR(Z-

to leading orOer in nij. Here v, = V jqV ' iQand Np is the number of final quark states accessible 10

flavor-conserving Z decay (leplon Mates have been neglected since ilieir relative color weighting is

1/3). Detailed calculation-^ confirms this estimate The full resuli with four independent mass

scales ( M j O r M w , niq, niQ. and the virtual internal fcrmion masses in;) is very lenglhy. However,

in the situation where one of the internal fennion masses (say, i = l) dominates the others, a simple

approximation emerges for the branching ratio:

•^o-o'o • * > ! ! • (2)

for m| a M j / 2 , and negligible otherwise. The overall coefficient is the numerical value of

Ow /(16 |> cos8w )2. The constant term 3/2 results from a fit to the exact expression. The simple

function of m(rriQ^Mz)2 is 8n times the two-body phase space The asymptotic m| dependence in

eqn (2) is exact. Note that in the approximation where a single internal mass dominates, the

resulting equation depends on the single mixing parameter vj= V | ( ) V » | Q . this is a consequence of

the unitarily of the mixing matrix. It is known from B meson lifetime studies that mixing of the

first two quark generations with the third is small. I f q belongs to Ihc first two generations of

quarks, and Q belongs to the third or higher generation, then lv||2 i i at most a Tew times 10'^

Accordingly, ihc DR for producing a first or second generation quark (q | or q i ) and a third (Q} ) or

higher generation qua/k is at most ~ 2 x 10'^ ( m | / M w ) 4 . It is clear that an internal quark mass of

several hundred GeV is needed to produce an observable signal if -, belongs to the first I M I

generations. Since the top mass is bounded from above by - 2 0 0 CcV, production of b+s '>r b*d

appears imperceptibly small.

A bettei ,«( is to search for b+b4 production. The internal "driving" mass n then the

fourth generation top (14) mass. This mass is bounded to be less than the 04 mass plus - 2(KI GeV.

and so we do not win too much in mass over the case where third generation top was the driving

mass. However, the mixing angles between the third and fourth generation may be substantial I

generations three and four mix like generations one and two, then I v ^ l 2 - sin?Gc - .05. am

UR(Z-<bb4+b4b)~ 3 x 10'" ( m t 4 / M w ) 4 . If Iv,4l2 saturates the unitarily limn of 1/4, then ilrc rate

is five limes larger. We sec that production of a 70 GeV 04 quark driven by a 2M) GeV 14 quark

may be detectible. The 04 mass would be reconstmclible from the observed jets, while the i j m,is'

would be deducible from the production rate.

This same Z - t bb4 amplitude has tlso been studied10 in the crossed channel. If the b j

mass exceeds the top mass, then it is likely that Ihc dominant decay mode of the 04 is through thr

electroweak loop • the direct decay b4 -* c + W * is most likely mixing angle suppressed. If the b.

mass exceeds the Z mass, the amplitude for b4 decay is exactly the one we have been discussing fo

single b4 production. The one-loop graph for b4 decay to a Z+quark is called a "weak Penguin

graph. If the b4 mass is less than the Z mass, then the dominant b^ decay >>as the Z replaced by ;

gluon, viz. b4 - * b+g; the associated graph is the "strong Penguin". Electromagnetic Penguins an

also possible, but are smaller in amplitude than the strong or weak Penguins. With ihc mass patten

m H < m b 4 < M Z ' b4 - * bH may dominate over the strong Perguin.



We mention loo that Z decay lo flavor-different neutrinos has also been considered''.

The final sutcs of tnicrcsl contain one light neutrino and one heavy, perhaps founh generation,

ncuinno N4. The postulated nonzero mixing angles in Ihc Icplun sector which enable the

flavor changing leptonic decay to take place, also render the produced heavy neutnno unstable. The

N4 decays to a charged lepion and a W V The final signature is a mnnnjci the W * convens to a

hadronic shower in one hemisphere and the other hemisphere is empty. Compared to

flavor changing quark pmduciion, this neutrino production rate is down by a color factor of 1/3.

On the other hand, radiative correction limits which restrict the quark doublet mass splitting to - 200

GcV. allow the lepion doublet mass splitting to be as large as - 350 GeV. Hence, in principle the

ultrahcavy charged lepion I.4 in the loop can return a factor of order (350/200)^ - 10 for the

maximum lepion production rale compared lo the maximum quark production nitc. And so il is not

inipo-.Mble for single N4 production 10 occur ai L!:P. The exact V;IIUL* of ihe N4 production rate

depends on the values of the hypothetical leptontc sector mixing angles

CP Violation in7.l>:cays

It has been pointed pul '^ . l J that CP violating effects are present in flavor-changing Z

decays ,"hc violation arises from the interference of real (2in| > M / ) and absorptive (2m, < My)

umpliiudcv In a loop-induced process the absorptive pan can be as large as the real pan, which

maximizes the interference l-el a be the asymmetry between one final state, say b*s, .ind its CP

conjugate final state. b*s. viz,

a - (B(Z-»b *i) • U ( Z - > b + s ) ) / ( D ( Z - » b + s ) + li(Z -*'{,* s))

The K M phase changes sign under bs —t Es. whereas the absorpuve contribution does not. thus the

interference term changes sign under CP-conjuganon. In the S M with three generations, the

numerator on the righi hand side, i.e a times the branching fraction, is tiny: 10" '2 sin 8 for b+s

produciion'2 Here 6 is the CP violating phase present in the KM mixing matrix. The smallness

of this asymmetry can be traced in pan .0 the fact that in any S M process, the pretence of CP

violation requires amplitude contributions from (at least) three mass-nondegencraie like-charge

quarks in the loop. For the case of b+s production from Z decay, the u and c quarks are nearly

mass-degenerate compared to the relevant scale • the Z mass.

With four generations, the mast-degeneracy suppression may not occur. For b*b j

production, internal c.t , and 14 quarks and the relative phase between them provide the CP

violation. The mass differences of these internal quarks will most likely all be large on the scale of

the Z , so there is no mass-degeneracy suppression. There will be some suppression from the

mixing angles coupling the second generation 10 the third and fourth, but a relatively robust

asymmetry may still emerge. Calculation suggests '•* that ajymmcay in Z - > b + M may be u large

as 10'? sin 6, where the 5 here is the relative phase in the generations 2,3,4 system. So CP

violation adds another avenue of interesting physics if a founh generation exists with a b$ mass

below that of the Z.

Larger C l ' violating asymmetric* arc predicted in certain "beyond the standard model"

models. The Weinberg m o d e l 1 4 of CP violation with three Higgs doublets allows large

asymmetries with only three generations of quarts. However, (he C P violating largesse of this

model leaves it borderline ruled out '5 by recent upper limits on the (CP violating) electric dipole

moment of the neutron. A better bet for a source of large three-generation asymmetries arc

supersymmetric (susy) models. These models are well motivated, having been introduced to

stabilize the weak scale (100 CeV) against renormaliution "bullying" by the next scale, whether

G U T ( 1 0 ' 5 GcV) or Planck ( I 0 1 9 GeV) . Susy models require a doubling of all panicle species,

with each boson paired with a fermion and vice versa. Paired with the gauge bosons art the

"gaugino" fermions, paired with the quarks are the scalar "squarks". The gaugino and stjuark miss

matrices (which upon d.agonaliution give binh to lusy mixing matrices) arc a potentially nch

source of CP violating phases. Since there is at present absolutely no experimental evidence that



Nature has chosen the supcrsymmemc option, one must presume that susy masses arc uluahcavy:

ai or above ihc sc.'; of the Z. The large mass differences accompanying ihe largo susy masses arc a

healthy ingredient in the recipe for generating CP violation.

Beyond the Standard Model: Super.vmmcirv and Mtilimlc Hnics-t>.mt'lci!i

Having introduced the concepts of susy and extra Iliggs multiplcis mm lire Cl ' violation

discussion, we might now go back and ask what effects susy and/or extended Iliggs sectors have

on ihe basic rale for flavor-changing Z decay. Il turns out th.it although the susy effects may

dramatically enhance Ihe Cl ' violating asymmetry, the contribution of ihe ;usy partner particles to

ihe overall flavor-dunging rale is smal l" ' . More interesting is the effect of a second lltggs

doublet In susy models, at least two Iliggs doublets are necessarily present. This is because a

single Iliggs doublet coupled to both the up-type quarks and the down-type quarks is not invariant

under the supersymmciry. So independent Iliggs doublets are required to couple to, and give mass

to, up-type and down-type quarks. It was pointed out even before interest arose in susy modeling

thai such in assignment automatically suppresses flavor-changing neutral currents to below the

measured l i m n s " The (Cal, neutral member of each scalar doublet develops a vev in Ihc usual

manner. Die overall scale of Ihc vevs is fixed by the known \V jnd Z masses, leaving a single

undetermined dimensionlcss parameter, ihe vcv ratio v u / v j The subscript on each vcv labels

whidi quark type, up or down, 10 which Ihc associated Iliggs field is coupled The Yukawa

couplings between Ihe Iwo neutral Higgs fields and Ihe up and down-type quarks arc given by

mo/vu ind m j / v j respectively and independently for ea< k generation Depending on the ratio

v t A d ' l n c UP 'yPc quarks will have an enhanced coupling to their respective Iliggs field while the

down type quarks will have a suppressed coupling to their Il iggi field, or vice versa. These neutral

Iliggscs arc flavor-conserving. In addition lo the two neutral scalar lliggs fields, H| and H j , there

are a neutral pscudoscalar field H3 and a charged scalar field I I * The charged Iliggs couplings arc

flavor-changing, like the charged W couplings, ind arc contained in:

0)

The subscripts K and L denote the right and left chiral projections of ihc quark fields, the generation

summation indices on the quark fields and the mixing matrix are suppressed It is clear [hat the

charged Higgs. like Ihe neutral higgses,couples strongly 10 ultraheavy quarks, and thai SOUK of the

couplings are funher enhanced by the vev ratio v ^ v j . Thus, replacing the virtual W's in ihe SM

flavor-changing loop graphs wilh virtual H*"s gives the new. enhanced contribution to

flavor-changing. Note thai in t 'lirce gencraiion model, ihe enhancement is either in the b*s mode

or in the t»c mode, but noi in both

From detailed calculation it is found that the enhancement 10 D(Z —» b+s) in the three

generation mmH is - (v j /vu )4 /30 times Ihc SM rcsull. The experimentally known [)"/ I i ° mass

difference provides an upper bound'" on (v j /v u ) 4 of roughly 400 (ni|Op/l(X) GeV) - (A slighi

Higgs mass dependence has been neglected here.) Combining these iwo results leads one 10 a

maximum enhancement in the b+s branching ratio of only 10,10 - 2 x 10A if the charged Higgs

and top masses arc favorably positioned at vn\\* < IOOGCV < ni|Op This enhancement is small,

and as mentioned previously, the signature for b+s is poor. The enhancement for the t « mode can

be much larger. The charged Higgs contribution 10 Ihe rale is - (vy/vj)4 / IOO times Ihe SM result

The only upper bound on (v j / v u ) 4 is the aesthetic one lhal the H + Yukawa coupling not exceed

unity, which translates into (v j /vg)^ S 4 x lO'O. Combining these two numbers leads to a

maximum enhancement of 10" for* 70 GeV top «nd 30 GeV H* , lo • branching ratio of 5 > 1(1 "*•

Unfortunately, the denominator of 100 in this result i l very H* tmsj dependen;. For a UK) GeV

charged Iliggs mass, the OR is only 3 x 10 "* . Moreover, as Ihc CDF data from Pcmulab pushes

the lower bound on Ihe lop quark mass ever closer 10 the Z mass, il becomes increasing unlikely

10



that ?. -» t»c n a kincmatically allowed nuxle Details »f tlicsc calculations can be found in

references IS and 19

The >.inic calculation has been carried mil for ihc four generation possibility^. The

enhanced Z —t t+c branching ratio is again limned by the requirement that the H+ Yukawa

couplings, proportional to ni|, not exceed unity. Accordingly the maximum enhancement is

unchanged from the three generation result just discussed. However, for the Z -• b + b4 mode the

charged Miggs amplitudes enhance the rate by up to two orders of magnitude. The branching ratio

for Z -» bb4 could be as large as I(V•*!

An important decay mode for the Z in the context of supcrsymmetry is Z —>

Higgs*photon. Since all external panicles in this reaction arc charge-neutral, Ihc photon coupling

must occur through a loop. Hence this is another process where the SM amplitude and the susy

effects in 'he loop arc of the same order. Like Ihc SM loop. lhc «isy loop is nunvamshing in the

limit of large susy masse* and NO probes susy scales in excess of accelerator capabilities.

Furthermore, in the •:•' I two-doublet version of susy. nuss relations guarantee lhai »i least one

of the three neutral I l i ^ .. . tides is lighter than the ?-. so ihat 7. - • I liggs+phoion is guaranteed to

occur a; some level. Explicit calculation21 reveals lhat the susy rates are increased or decreased by

up ID three orders of magnitude compared to the SM rate, depending on the parameters of the susy

sector. Since ihc SM rate for ihis process is borderline dctccii'jlc ut l.lil*. any enhancement from

susy makes the search for ihc Higgs+phoion mode » worthwhile -ffort. A measurement of Z —»

Higgs+phoion at LEP would not only reveal the Higgs, bui might also distinguish minimal

supcrsymmctry from the Standard Model.

llreakiny N.impi| liavor Conservation

Flavor conservation is said lo be "natural" if quarks of the same helicuy and electric charge

have a common m;i\s source (eg. a single Iliggs field) and a common weak-Tj assignment.

1 1

Models with nalural (la jr conservation necessarily have vanishing flavor-changing neutral currcnis

(FCNC's) al the tree level, and G1M suppressed FCNCl ai the one-loop level1 7 Die GIM

mechanism, i.e. uniianiy of the mixing matrix, suppresses the loop amplitude by powers of ihc

quark mass differences scaled by the W mass. As we have seen, one way to enhance ihc loop

coninbuiion is IO utilize large quark mass differences, for example an internal top quark driving the

mode Z —» b+s , or a 14 qua?k driving (he mode Z —» b+b4. Another way 10 enhince 1 he

flavor-chnaging loop amplitude ii 10 violate one or more of the above conditions for "natural" flavor

conservation. The top quirk remains 10 be discovered, and one is free 10 wonder whether in fact

the top quark has flavor-changing tree level vertices. Such vertices can be Simply implenvemed in

models wiih new quarks which which violate the "naturalness" requirement by "mirroring" ihc I -,

assignments of the known quarks: known quarks are assigned to lefl-handed doublets and

nght-handed singlets; mirror quarks are assigned to right-handed doublets, and left-handed singlcis

"Mirrors" occur naturuHy in many grand unified models2^. Since mirrors are not (yel) observed,

they are presumed 10 be ultraheavy. When the weak SU(2) symmetry breaks, mixing is induced

between the heavy mirror quarks and the known quarks. In a manner analogous 10 the ' see-saw"

mechanism of heavy/light neutrino mixing and neutrino mass generation, nitrror/nonnurror mixing

generates a quark flavor-changing coupli[>g23 t 0 ihe Z. This tree-level coupling sirengih for

changing flavor q lo flavor Q is gqQ - rriqmQ / M w
2 . Such a coupling is below the experimental

limns for flavor-changing of all the known quarks. It is however, a large flavor-changing coupling

for the lop-charm system and ihe b b4 system. It is independent of KM mixing angles. This mirror

model givet a rate for flavor-changing Z decay 10q+Qlhjl •» ( ) 6 i | 2 / g 2 l v | l ) 2 (rrtq m g / m | ») 2

times larger than the SM prediction. (Recall that m| is ehe mass of the virtual quark tn the loop of the

SM.) The mirror prediction for BR(Z - • i+c) is ~IO"* for a top mass of 70 GcV. The minor

prediction for DR(Z -»b+04) it -10"3 for a 64 mast of 70 GcV. These large branching ratios ut

clearly dcicciible at LEP. Mass matrix insaiK not of the see-saw type lead to different mmng

12



pjuerns and different r.ncs A I'nusch-lypc mass main* g i v e a !() fold bigger rale, but runs into

conflict with PCNC's in the K. D and U systems.-1

Another possible source of natural flavor conservation Imaging is provided by E5 unified

nuxlcls. which .ire inspired by supcrslnng psucdophenomcnology In L(, models each generation

of (crtnions is represented by the fundamental 22 multiple! In addition to the standard fermions,

ihe i l contains SU(2) weak doublets of the left and right heliuncs of a new lepton pair, a new

0 = l/.l qcurk which is an SU(2) singlet in e.ich hctioiy. and t w i new singlei ncutnnos. Mixing

between the new singlet and standard doublet Q = •1/1 i|u.irks produces quark flavor-changing at

tree level in the s.ime m.inncr as mirror-standard quark mixing, .iml so leads to similarly enhanced

rjics-1*-*-"" M'mng between the new right-handed doulik'i charged lepinn and the standard singlet

*\{ produces ..'pton flavor-changing at tree level-*', with the ll'<('/. - • m ) possibly as large as

111 "* The loop amplitudes driven by the new heavy neutrinos .>'\o LIIII.IMCC - ' ' UR(Z —»gt. pt ) .

hui only 10 < ll>"7

KCMMI.IMI I l.ulron • '/. ami I ladnin W Mixing

If there exists u charge-neutral spin-one hadronic resonance with mass within a Z width of

ilie / ni.iss. then thcrv' will be Z-hadron mixing Owing to its vector and anal vector couplings to

qujrk currents, the Z will m i * with either it l * * o r a I " hadronic resonance. However, Ihe mixing

with the uxial vector resonance will be suppressed: Ihe / = I wive function has a small probability

lor the point coupling to the Z. A previously explored possibility *as Z•Tuponium mixing 27 ^ n

unexplored possibility is Z -B^niu in mixing and Z-(bb4> mixing 2.-114 mixing will occur if the U4

moss lies in the range 44-48 GeV £-(bb4) mixing will occur if the b^ mass lies in the range 83-91

GeV Physical consequences arc the same as those elucidated in the Z-Toponium mixing studies.

If there is J charged spin-one hadronic resonance wild mass within a W width of (he W

m.iw 1 he 11 there will IK- Wh. idmn mixing Interesting examples include W mixing with T(, if the

13

lop mass lies in Ihe range -75-80 GeV, or mixing wilh T t if ihe lop mass lies in the range ~T)-XI

GeV. W mixing with T s will be less than wiih T j , because of mixing angle suppression in Hie

coupling It is worth noting thai 10% of the allowed mass range of the top (~70GeV to - l 7 t ) G c V )

necessarily results in W-Tq mixing. Such an effect should be looked for Uobado and llerrerii-"

have reccnily calculated the change in ihe W and Tq masses and widths due 10 mixing m ihc SM

As one might expect, the large W width is barely altered by Ihc small top width, but the small i\.

width is significantly widened by (he W width. ITiis suggests (hat » good place to look fur die

mixing effect is in Tq production and decay rather than in W production and decay SULH A sc.ircli

will doubtlessly encounter problematical backgrounds.

Summ.irv ,ind Conclusions:

We have seen dial in Ihe S M , Ihe flavor-changing branching ratio (or Z decay 10 a Hrsi .ir

second generation quark and a third or higher generation quark is ai most (n i | /M\y)^ 1 Id '•*. wliciv

tii| i> the mass of the heaviest quark in ihe loop diagram. The branching ratio for / . decay 10 I's >>.

then less than 10"'', since the l-quark mass is bounded from above by 200 GeV. If m, < My. ihen

ihe branching ratio for the tc mode isSlO"'3. I f a fourth gcneraiion exisls and if niu4 < M^, Uicn Z

decay to bi>4 may have a branching fraction ts large as 10'5, depending on the values of the

relevant mixing angles. If m^4 < M ^ ihen branching 10 N4V mode may also be as large as I'V-V

So, the fourth generation may be apparent ai LEP in either the Ir.pton.r or hadronic mode of

flavor-changing Z-decay. The leptonic decays offer a cleaner signature than do decays to quarks

With Iwo Higgs-doubleis, such as occurs in lupsrsymmeiric models, the physical charged

I liggs panicle enhances the rales of flavor-changing Z drcay. Z - * bs is enhanced by a factor of 10

1 0 5 I O A Z - • ic is enhanced by up 10 10" 10 5 x. l0"&, and Z - * i b 4 is enhanced by as much as

100 lo an easily mcasureable IO"3. in the context of minimal supenymmctry, the reaction Z —»1 *y

is guaranteed 10 occur with a parameier-dependenl branching ratio of lO 1 ^* ' .
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Models wiih new fcnnions which have nonstandard weak isospin assignments generally

hjve flavor changing currents ai ihc trtC'Icvcl. The socngih wiih which these currents couple to Z

generally increases wiih increasing generation. In mirror models (T(_ = 0. I R = 1/2). ihc branching

rjiio for 7. -t c • I (70 CicV) is 10 4 , and for I. - t b • 64 (71) GcV) 11 is 10 -1 These rales arc

clearly diMcctiblc at LUP. lif, models wiih T"L • 0 • T R give similar results.

If 2r%4 or mD4 + n l b ' 'es w><hin the Z width of the /. mass, then Z B 4 or Z(bb4> mining

will occur. If m, • ms or m( • m^ lies within t'.e W width of the W mass, then Ts • W or T^ • W

nuting will occur. Pie net effect is a substantial widening of the hadronic width, with little change

in ihc W nuss or wi.lih Such an effect will be difficult 10 isolate operuncnially.

("I1 vKilatin); asymmetries in flavor-changing 7. decays in the SM an; uunicasuivably small

with three gencraiuiiK. and less than a percent in the Z —» hbj IIUKIC. I lowcvcr, the Weinberg three

Higp doublets IIHKIVII anil siipersymmeinc models offer the possibility of a large Cl ' asymmetry,

even wiih only ilirve ^cueraiiuns.
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